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Local-Equilibrium FonmlismApplied to
Mechanics ofSolids by Joseph Kestin BrownUniversity, Providence, RhodeIsland, 01921, U.S.A.
Physics, whether we choose to call Thermodynamics should not be impotent in the face of any situation which can be completely characterized by measurements _th macroscopic instruments.
P. W. Bridgman, 1950
The lectur_ starts with an expression of good wishes to George Herrmann on the occasion of his seventieth birthday and continues with a lament that the majority of research workers in the field of solid mechanics have failed to appreciate the power and relevance of "conventional" thermodynamics which is based on the acceptance of the hypothesis of local equilibrium (principle of local state).
The lecture then proceeds to motivate the essential concepts of conventional thermodynamics and emphasizes the differences between the description of nonequilibrium states in physical space and equilibrium states in the Gibbsian phase space, lt is asserted that the subject acquires its simplest form by _e recognition of the relevance of Bridgman's internal variables. With their aiditispossible todefine theaccompanying equilibrium state andthe accompanyingreversible process,An elimination of internal energybetweenthefield equation of energy (First Law) and theGibbsequation in rate form results in an explicit expression forthelocal rate oi' entropy production, I_.
ltisasserted that thepreceding elements supplemented withappropriate raw equations result ina closed system ofpartial differential equations whosesolution, subject toappropriate initial andboundary conditions, constitutes theprocess ("history") under consideration. In shot,., I believe that a mo_e widespread use of conventional thermodynamics in the study of problems in the mechanics of solids will lead to simplicity of presentation and agreement with experimental results.
The second difficulty, which I discovered subsequently, is that this marriage between thermodynamics and continuum mechanics was neither simple nor straightforward. The difficulties were (and still arc) particularly acute,in the study of plastic deformations, starting with P. W. Bridgn'an's [7, 8] belief that an equation of state for a plastically deformed bar "does not exist" and that its state is immersed in a "sea of irrevcrsibility." As noted bbefore[9], we may be baffled by superficial "paradoxes" and, in general, the problem of enumerating a proper set of # There exis_ a similar situation in mechanics (routes proportions 8uardte$). We have nol scornfully forsaken Newtonian mechanics just because it is based on the n,ebulous concept of an inertial frame of reference, equates the m in two equations without reference to an axiom and fails to calculate a con'ect orbit for the planet Mercury. Are we forbidden to calculate the orbit of balls on a billiard It is symptomatic that several circles of scientists felt compcll_ to _vcnt a new and more "rational" version of thermodynamics, pungently presented by C. TrucsdcU [10] .* Nevcrthe.lcss, I
still believe that "nothing so drastic as a complete revision of thcrn'_ynamics is really needed" Ido notintend tocreate a dictionary ofthe.several languages now inuse.And just like in linguistics, thewordsdo notstand toeachother ina one-to-one correspondence. I shall merely explain themeaning ofseveral concepts, whichareessential tomy presentation, inorder tolet my audience understand theresulting formalism--whether they accept itasvalid ornot.
]tams
At themostfundamental level, themaodynamics speaks about systems rather than materials andmakesaclear distinction between thestate ofthesystem (equilibrium ornonequilibrium) and A reversible process isconceived as a continuous sequence of equilibrium states intime whereas an irrevers|ble process consists of a spatially distributed sequence ofnonequilibrium states varying in time. During an irreversible process the system as well as parts of it ("subsystems") interact with each other. 'lhc processes of interaction are described by rate (evolution) equations. A fundamental equation together with an appropriate,set of rate equations form the concept of a constitutive law favored by nonconventional therrnodynamieists.
Without attempting to complete this sketchy vocabulary, I shall further point out that in conventional thermodynamics stored energy does not occur but is understood as the difference in t the values of some thermodynamic potential (internal energy, Helmholtz fr_ energy, etc.) " i, between two states when one of them is normalized by an (often implicit) convention. This is due to the fact that the definition of any potential leaves an arbiu-aryadditive constant unspecified.
4.
Having indicated some of the semantic problems that members of my audience may experience, I shall proce_ with this exposition using the concepts and u_rminology of conventional thermodynamics.
The concept of state is best explained by making a distinction between the physical space and the (Gibbsian) phase or state space. Attention is centered on irreversible processes as they, necessarily, occur in a system, treated as a continuum, throughout which the states are distributed spatially and evolve in time. Accordingly, we consider an element ("point") AV(x, t) of a continuum B, Fig. 1 , and indicate for it a selected number of extensive variables, that is the fields of internal energy per unit mass u(x, 0, a set of deformation parameters a(x, 0, and a set of internal variables a(x, 0.
At this point it is necessary to make a digression in order to motivate the introduction of The view is that, connected to the outside, each site would produce work dWOint = Aj d ctj (sum for n si_s)
reversibly. Terms of the type of Eqn.
(1) do not appear in the field equations which govern the evolution of the fields in time.
Reverting to the physical space, Fig. 1 , we note that the nonequilibrium element zkV interacts with its surroundings during an irreversible process through a transfer of work and heat. In general, these interactions are described by the field F(x, 0 of generalized forces (in our case F _ aij --the Cauchy stress), the work being
The transfer ofheat isdescribed bytheheat-flux vector field q(x, t). Incontrast with a and ct, F and q cannot be added over the volume dements _V to produce a value for the system as a wholeu
The equilibrium stau_of an element is uniquely described by the set Iu, a,ai,
and the interaction vectors F and q vanish identically. Such a state can be conveniently represented as a point in a space with coordinates u, a, ct sketched in Fig. 2 , the Gibbsian state space. A curve R in this spa_ represents a reversible process and it is implied that the inmmal sims are now connected to the outside. Thus, the work element on curve R is the Work doneby thesystem isreckoned positive, andtheusual convention forstress isfollowed.
d_ = F°.da+A°.da. (4) •
At this point the reader must realize that the forces, F, required to produce work on element AV in the physical spa_ will be different from those which act on it during a hypothetical,reversible process IL By contrast, the extensive variables u, a, ct have been so selected that the corresponding nonequilibrium quantities possess unambiguous meanings in physical space.
Inthecase ofarr_tal, Eqn.(4) iswritten
andtheGibbsian state space consists ofseven variables, u,p-I_j,owingtothesymmetry _ij = _ji.
Accompanying eo_uilil;!rium State:accompanying reversible process
Whereas the set (3) is sufficient to specify a unique equilibrium state, the number of parameters needed unambiguously to specify a nonequilibrium state is much larger, given that the set (3) is included already. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The base manifold symbolizes the hypcrspace of equilibrium states r {u, a, o_}. An irreversible process I starts with an equilibrium state e1and develops nonequilibrium states n which must reach outside of r. For the purpose of further analysis, we shall associate an equilibrium state r with every state n, so that u(r) = u(n). a(r) = a(n), ct(r) = o_(n).
We shall call • the accompanying equilibrium state to nonequilibrium state n. The possibility of this association rests on the already mentioned observation that u, a, o_have a defined meaning for nonequilibrium as well as for equilibrium states. The same cannot be said about the conjugate, intensive quantifies F and F*. Underlying the transformation n _ r is the Gedankenexperiment illustrated in Fig. 4 . We imagine that the element ,sV in state n is suddenJy surrounded by a rigid enclosure sothat noexmmal work F.dacanbcdone onit anda isthus keptconstant. We further postulate that theenclosure must bc adiabatic, inhibi_g theflowofhut. Finally, we let theinternal variables ¢zbcarrested (frozen), so that a = const during n ---# r. Since no workorheat isexchanged along n _ r,theinternal energy, u, must alsoremainconstant. In this mannertheconditions of this thought experiment guarantee that conditions (6)aresatisfied, andwe describe process n _ r asone ofanadiabatic projection intheenlarged state space. The process ofequilibration fromn to r will involve a characteristic relaxation time%,made nondirncnsional by theexternal characteristic time a/ianddescribable bytheDeborah number
We can go further and regard the reversible process R, imbcddezl in the space of equilibrium states, as the accompanying reversible process to I. We postulate that the rate at which I progresses in time is imposed on R, so that we picture hcrc a reversible process as onewhichoccurs ata finite rate inconn'ast withthehistoric presumption that a reversible process mustoccur"infinitely slowly" ormustbc theresult oftheconvergence froma real process when its ram isreduced tozero.I do notthink that theconcept ofa reversible process occurring ata finite rate doesviolence toourphysical im,Lgination. However, ifthe audience rncmbcrs remain unpersuaded they canimagine that, departing fromequilibrium at anystate r,thesystem keeps continuously reverting toit # witha negligibly short relaxation time (De-0).
The various proponents ofunconventional versions ofthermodynamics often make proposals regarding anenlargement ofthemanifold ofstates so that itwouldalso include states of nonequilibrium inwhichR could bc imbedded. However, no single, convincing proposal hasyetarisen. Inthis lecture we emphatically do notenlarge theGibbsian space in order topavetheway fora clear statement oftheprinciple oflocal state. The insistence on ¢Say,bythecoaxing ofMaxweU'sdemon.
I0
Q choosing exclusively theset(3) ofextensive variables hasmade itpossible todefine a unique " accompanying equilibrium state r toa nonequilibrium state n. We remindouraudience that theconjugate intensive variables havedifferent values atn and atr sothat theinclusion of evenoneoftheminthestate spacewouldmake a clear adiabatic projection troublesome.
Entrot_vand thermodynamic tcmDeratu_
Many battles have been fought over the "correct" definition of the concept of entropy (which people widely use and abuse) and of the way to assign numerical values of entropy to states. The controversial problem is with nonequilibrium states. The principle of local state bypasses this issue in an ad hoc, heuristic way. For this reason, we shall merely recall, for easyreference, how this problemishandled forequilibrium states.
Herewe fall backon any standard reasoning (e.g., Carathdodory's) whichasserts that theexpression forheat
alonga reversible process(curveR in state space) possesses an integrating denominator T(u,a,ct), which can be interpreted as thermodynamic temperature (First Partof Second Law). Thus,
is a perfect differential assuring the existence of a fundamental equation
which must represent a convex manifold in the state space.
Numerical values of entropy are calculated by integration in the state space,
'" where P. in an arbitra._ curve in _lat space, and thus, always represenusa reversibJe process,
Here so is an srbitrary constant bex_use the integral (I O)has _e mathematical properties of a potential. The fact that s is a potential leads to additional, very important relations:
etc., for F/T and A/T, and
It should be noted that the integral (10) ca_mot be evaluated in the physical space, contrary to what is c, rten claimed in nonconventional versions of the subject.
Hwothesis of local eauilib_,m-n (Principle of local state)
SermnticaIly, the phrase hypothesis of,local equilibrium is a misnomer, and for this mason many of us prefer to c;dl it principle of local state. The purpose of this principle, as already stated earlier, is to assign a heuristically justified numerical value of entropy to a nonequilibrium state. Explicit use of this principle was introduced into continuum thermodynamics independently by J. Meixner [1] in 1941 and I. Prigogine [2] fromit.
The gist of this statelzent has the effect of associating with a nonequilibriumstate, such as that of element AV in Fig. 1 , the entropy and thermodynamictemperature of the accompanying state. In particular,as is evident from the _enexperiment pictured in Fig. 4, the entropy s(r) of the accompanyingequilibriumstate must be larger than that of the nonequilibriumstate s(n) because the former is producedfrom the latter by an adiabatic, no work process, so that 
'lhc principle of local state disregards (13) and (14) and introducesequalities instead, as indicated in the ,_quarebracketsabove.
Historically, 'theuse of the principle of local state has led to furious controversies and verbal battles. The ac.eeptanee of the equalities by many therrnodynamicists was made palatable by the assertion that they are valid when "the nonea:luilibrium state is close to equilibrium." Although fiequenfly the equilibrium state in the above sen_nce is not specified and no measure of distance from equilibrium is provided, we can think of this in 
No other competing version of thermodynamicshas done thisY
With the incipient exception of Extended IrreversibleThermodynamics.
F._tronvbalance. Entronvnroduction
From the practical point of view, the most important result of the local-state formalism is the establislm_nt of an entropy-balance equation for continuum and the derivation from it of an explicit expression for the local rate of entropy production.
Depending on an author's taste, it is possible to start with a postulate for the expression for the entropy flux or to postulate the entropy-balance equation in its entirety; it is then called the Clausius.Duhem inequality. In our presentation this takes the form of an equality anda postulate requiring non-negativity of entropy production. The latter is an expression for the _companying reversible process with the rate of the irreversible process impressed upon it in accordance with the discussion in Section 5. 
where the local rate of entropy production is given explicitly as o_i-o°i. pOm here _ is the local rate of entropy production per unit volume.
Formulate rate equations
9.
Set up field equations and solve a system of partial differential equations. Creating accompanying equi_brium state by a Gedankenexperiment
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